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Founded in 2003 by KeremYazgan and BegümYazgan, both PhD. Architects,

Yazgan Design Architecture Inc. is an architectural, interior, landscape and 

 graphic design firm based in Ankara, Turkey.. Their recent project Orange

House is a three-storey-residence of steel structure, which is located on a very

steep site. The site has a nice combination of urban view and the one of Middle

East Technical University forest.

SHOWCASE I PROJECT

COLOUR SHALL BE

Architects Kerem and Begum Yazgan of Yazgan Design Architecture have

designed the Orange House with a pop look and vibrant colours.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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MARILYN

ON THE WALL

Ami Solanki is a nutritionist by profession and a self-taught artist by passion.

Talking about her passion for painting, she says, “I have developed a lot of

hobbies over the course of my life. Art stayed, others passed. I started painting

in 2018. Painting gave me immense pleasure and the first pop art that I made

of Marilyn Monroe got a great response by the viewers and was soon

commissioned by a client for her living room. 

The response to my work has been overwhelming and I am glad to say that I

am in the process of creating a lot more!” 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

MARILYN ON THE WALL

Ami Solanki from Ahmedabad talks to The Tiles of India about her recent pop

art paintings that are sure to blow your mind.
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Rajasthan, one of the  biggest state in India is especially notable for the forts

and palaces of the many Rajput rulers, which are popular tourist attractions.

The architecture of Rajasthan has usually been a regional variant of the design

of Indian architecture prevailing in north India. It also is known for its ancient

building, history and heritage temples. The Dilwara Jain Temples of Mount

Abu built between the 11th and 13th centuries CE are the best-known

examples of the architectural style.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Menal Shiva Temple Chittorgarh in Rajasthan is a treasure house of amazing

sculptures and is known for its amazing architectural style.
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